
Knox Summer Reading Program 2019-2020 

7th Grade Language Arts  

  

 

To make summer reading a richer experience, we would like you to choose one book from the 
following selections.  
 

Seventh Grade Reading Selections         Beginning, Middle, End Pages 
 
Between Shades of Gray by: Ruta Sepetys       (1-116; 117-235; 236-352)  

#Stalin #Siberianworkcamp #art 

Booked by: Kwame Alexander    (1-109; 110-218; 219-329)              

#soccer #firstlove #divorce 

Brown Girl Dreaming by: Jaqueline Woodson   (1-115; 116-231; 233-349)                   

  #segregation #civilrightsmovement #findingyourvoice 

Freak the Mighty by: Rodman Philbrick   (1-53; 54-114; 115-169)    

  #disabilities #unlikelyfriendship #quests 

Inside Out and Back Again by: Thanhha Lai   (1-86; 87-172; 173-260)  

    #Refuges #Vietnam #hope 

Mockingbird by: Katheryn Erskine      (1-80; 81-157; 158-235)

 #asperger’s #loss #closure 

Prisoner B-3087 by: Alan Gratz    (1-86; 87-173; 174-260)  

  #concentrationcamps #WWII #escape 

The Shadow Club by: Neal Shusterman     (1-67; 68-147; 148-199) 

#bullying #revenge #regret 

 
Seventh Grade Resource Students:    A novel of your choice 
(It must be fiction, and it must be a minimum of 100 pages.) 

 

Parent Note: Please review this information with your child to help 

him/her choose a book that fits with your family’s values. Websites such as 
goodreads.com, commensensemedia.org, and scholastic.com/teachers/bookwizard 

offer reviews that might help you make this decision as a family.  

 

 

(See the other side of this handout for instructions about the assignment 

you will do as you read the novel you have chosen.)  

Belief Statement 

In Conroe ISD, we encourage all students to read over the summer in order to enrich learning and 
provoke thought. Summer reading strengthens reading skills, increases academic achievement, 
fosters a love for reading, and empowers students to become life-long learners.   

 

Please plan to start bringing your book with you the first week of school to 

help you prepare for graded activities over the summer reading.  

 



Summer Reading Connections Assignment   
One skill strong readers practice is making connections as they read. Sometimes we 

make connections to our personal experiences, to other things we have read, or to the 

world around us.  

 

 Divide the book into three equal sections (beginning, middle, & end ~ BME).  

 Choose the 3 most meaningful moments in each section.   

 For each moment, think about why it was meaningful to you.  

Does it connect to an important experience in your own life? Text to Self 
Does it remind you of important ideas in something else you 
have read such as a book, song, or article? 

Text to Text 

Does it relates to an important idea or event out in the real 
world? 

Text to World 

 Choose one of the sentence stems below and complete it with your thoughts.  Write 

it on the sticky note and place the sticky note on that page in your book.  

 Write the page number on your sticky note AND write the type of connection (Text 

to Self, Text to Text, or Text to World). (See example at the bottom.)  

 You should have a minimum of ONE of each type of connection (text to self, text to text, 

text to world) for each of the three sections (BME) of the book. For a grand total of 9 

sticky notes – 3 per section of text to self, text to text, & text to world. (3 X 3 = 9). 

Sentence Stems   

(first blank= detail from story                              last blank=connection)        

 __________ reminded me of ___________ because... 

 __________ made me think of __________ because... 

 When ________ happened, I thought of _______ because... 

 __________ is similar to ________ because... 

 When I read the part about ____, I was reminded of a time when __ because... 
 

Example for novel Ungifted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page from Book 

 They were all right. But, when the thing is right there in front of me, and 

I can kick it, grab it, shout it out, jump into it, paint it, launch it, or light it on fire, 

it's like I'm a puppet on a string, powerless to resist. I don't think; I do. 

 It can be little things, like throwing darts at a pool float to test my 

sister's swimming skills, or spitting back at the llamas at the zoo.  It can be more 

creative-a helium balloon, a fish hook, and Uncle Mark's toupee.  

Sticky Note Example 

The way Donovan acts 
without thinking reminded 
me of when Tony Stark 
creates Ultron because 
neither of them think 
about the consequences of 
their choices.  
 (Text to Text- page 2) 


